Cuff Pressure Algometry in Patients with Chronic Pain as Guidance for Circumferential Tissue Compression for Wearable Soft Exoskeletons: A Systematic Review.
In this article, we report on a systematic review of the literature on pressure-pain thresholds induced and assessed by computerized cuff pressure algometry (CPA). The motivation for this review is to provide design guidance on pressure levels for wearable soft exoskeletons and similar wearable robotics devices. In our review, we focus on CPA studies of patients who are candidates for wearable soft exoskeletons, as pain-related physiological mechanisms reportedly differ significantly between healthy subjects and patients with chronic pain. The results indicate that circumferential limb compression in patients most likely becomes painful at ∼10-18 kPa and can become unbearable even below 25 kPa. The corresponding ranges for healthy control subjects are 20-42 kPa (painful limits) and 34-84 kPa (unbearable levels). In addition, the increase of pain with time tends to be significantly higher, and the adaptation to pain significantly lower, than in healthy subjects. The results of this review provide guidance to designers of wearable robotics for populations with chronic pain regarding rates and magnitudes of tissue compression that may be unacceptable to users.